Remember George Bailey?

Remember that scene in "It's a Wonderful Life" where The Bailey Savings and Loan survived the Bank Run with a whole two dollars, "Mama and Papa Dollar" left at the end of the day?

That's me. That's us. That's your government of, for, and by the people. We survived the challenge. And we are still standing.

Just barely.

We need your help to keep going. We know you are kept poor and busy paying debts you don't owe, but in order to put an end to this for everyone across the board requires concerted action by people who have standing to bring the issues forward in venues from here to Rome. And that takes skilled man-power and money.

Unfortunately, we realize that the money you have already given to what has pretended to be your government takes over 60% of your earnings and the inflation just makes it worse and worse and worse. So it is hard to find any extra to help us out. I know.

But right now, I am "George Bailey". Not about to jump off any bridges, but surely in need of help to keep the whole Ship of State afloat and moving in the right direction. Whatever you can do, please help and please do it now:

Paypal at avannavon@gmail.com and Snail Mail to: Anna Maria Riezinger, c/o Box 520994, Big Lake, Alaska 99652.